New Lanthanide chelating tags for PCS NMR spectroscopy with reduction stable, rigid linkers for fast and irreversible conjugation to proteins.
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ABSTRACT: Lanthanide chelating tags (LCT) have been used with great success for determining structures and interactions of
proteins and other biological macromolecules. Recently LCTs have also been used for in-cell NMR spectroscopy, but the
bottleneck especially for demanding applications like pseudocontact shift (PCS) NMR is the sparse availability of suitable tags that
allow for site-selective, rigid, irreversible, fast and quantitative conjugation of chelated paramagnetic lanthanide ions to proteins via
reduction stable bonds. We report here several such tags and focus on a new pyridine thiazole derivate of DOTA, that combines
high affinity, rigidity and selectivity with unprecedented tagging properties. The conjugation to the cysteine thiol of the protein
results in a reductively stable thioether bond and proceeds virtually quantitatively in less than 30 min at 100 µM protein
concentration, ambient temperature and neutral pH. Upon conjugation of the new tag to two single cysteine mutants of ubiquitin
and a single cysteine mutant of human carbonic anhydrase type II (30 kDa) only one stereoisomer is formed (square antiprismatic
coordination, Λ(δδδδ)) and large to very large pseudocontact shifts as well as large residual dipolar couplings (RDC) are observed
by NMR spectroscopy. The PCS and RDC show excellent agreement with the solid state structure of the proteins. We believe that
the pyridine thiazole moiety reported here has the potential to serve as thiole reactive group in various conjugations applications,
furthermore its terbium complex shows strong photoluminescence upon irradiation and may thus serve as a donor group for Förster
resonance energy transfer spectroscopy.

INTRODUCTION

ments like in living cells. Disulfide bridges are readily cleaved
by DTT, TCEP or glutathione. A number of tags have been

NMR has proven to be of great value for the accurate determination of protein structures and monitoring protein –
protein1 and protein – ligand interactions. In particular paramagnetic effects like pseudocontact shifts (PCSs) and residual
dipolar couplings (RDCs) induced by lanthanide (III) ions
provide extremely valuable long-range and angular restraints.
Large PCS and strong paramagnetic alignment can only be
obtained by site-specific and rigid incorporation of the paramagnetic source on the protein. Most of the currently used
chemically synthesized high-performance lanthanide chelating tags2-6 (LCTs) are based on the DOTA framework and were
extensively reviewed7-8. These tags offer a highly versatile
approach to selectively conjugate lanthanide (III) ions to
proteins and other biomolecules. In contrast to related applications like paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE),
Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) fluorescence microscopy and others, the conjugation for PCS tags has to fulfill
numerous additional conditions. First, a short and rigid linker
is beneficial to minimize motional averaging and second, the
formation of only one stereoisomer is highly desirable as
multiple stereoisomer may lead to peak doubling and complicated spectra.3, 9-11 Additionally, more general demands like
fast, selective and irreversible reaction with the protein at
close to neutral pH, ambient or lower temperature and concentrations in the order of 100 µM or below have to be met.
Conveniently the majority of DOTA-based tags described in
literature are conjugated to the protein surface via sitespecifically introduced cysteines by the formation of one3-6, 1213

or two disulfide2, 11, 14-16 bonds. This approach, however,

introduces additional flexibility into the linkage itself and
prohibits the use of these tags in strongly reducing environ-

reported recently which can be used for in-cell PCS NMR spectroscopy which address the inherent instability of disulfide
bonds under reducing conditions by forming non-reducible
linkages. Targeting unnatural amino acids17-18 instead of cysteine residues allows the usage of click-chemistry for the
formation of reduction stable triazoles. Solvent exposed cysteine residues can form stable thioether bonds with alphahalogen acetamides13, 15, vinyl pyridines19 and 4-phenyl sulfone pyridines5-6, 20. While the first two approaches result in
relatively long and flexible linkers and as a consequence only
moderate PCS, the last approach based on phenylsulfones
yields excellent PCS tensors but is hampered by sluggish reaction kinetics that require either elevated temperatures or high
pH values ≥ 9 during long reaction times and suffers from
incomplete tagging.5-6, 20 Tagging of proteins under these
harsh conditions is not suitable for most more labile proteins
and thus has been limited to very small and stable proteins
like ubiquitin or GB1. In the current work we have improved
the performance of our initial tag DOTA-M7Py by the introduction of fluorine substituents in various positions, yielding
significantly faster conjugation rates. In the context of these
efforts we explored an activated pyridine-thiazole as a new
activator group and accomplished selective and irreversible
thioether formation within minutes in diluted protein solution
under physiological conditions, which makes this functional
group a very promising candidate for the conjugation of small
molecules to thiol functionalized proteins.

Scheme 1 shows the synthetic route towards M7FPy-DOTA
tags 11 and 12. Starting from commercially available 2-

RESULTS

methyl-4-bromo-5-fluoro pyridine we synthesized α-bromo

Synthesis of CF3 substituted tags and Protein conjugation. Our previously reported Ln-M7PySO2Ph-DOTA

tags5

suffered from slow reaction rates towards thiols and, therefore, required elevated temperatures for successful tagging of
GB1 mutants. We envisioned the synthesis of CF3 substituted
phenyl leaving groups in order to enhance reactivity towards
nucleophilic displacement. Scheme 1 illustrates the synthetic
route towards CF3 substituted analogues of Ln-M7PySO2PhDOTA. Starting from commercially available 4-CF3 and 3,5-bisCF3 substituted thiophenols, we prepared α-bromo methyl
pyridine sulfones 1 and 2 by nucleophilic substitution on 4bromo-2-metyhl-pyridine in DMF followed by oxidation of the
resulting thiols to sulfones and final NBS bromination using
AIBN as radical generating reagent (c.f. Schemes S1 and S2).
Attachment of sulfones 1 and 2 to three-fold lactic acid tertbutyl ester alkylated M4 cyclen and subsequent acidic deprotection with aqueous hydrochloric acid yielded the free ligands 4 and 5 in good yields. The final metalation step led to
diamagnetic (Lu) tags 7 and 9 and paramagnetic (Tm) tags 8
and 10.
Tagging of the protein G B1 domain (GB1) E42C with the
new tags 7 – 10 was performed with a four-fold excess of tag
and a protein concentration of 300 µM in 50 mM phosphate
and 0.5 mM TCEP buffer pH 7.0 at room temperature. We
found, however, no increased reactivity compared to our
previously reported Ln-M7PySO2Ph-DOTA tags.
Synthesis of M7FPy-DOTA-based tags and Protein conjugation. Our next strategy to increase the reactivity involved
the synthesis of a 5-fluoro pyridine-based linker, thus decreasing the electron density of the pendant pyridine ring.

methyl pyridine sulfone 3. Alkylation and deprotection of
three-fold lactic acid tert-butyl ester alkylated M4 cyclen
yielded the free ligand 6. We prepared diamagnetic (Lu) tag
11 and paramagnetic (Tm) tag 12 (c.f. Scheme S3).
For tagging reactions, we initially used ubiquitin S57C at a
concentration of 100-150 µM in 10 mM phosphate and 2 mM
TCEP buffer pH 7.0 at room temperature. The reaction progress was monitored by ESI-MS and we found a conversion of
up to 80% within three hours and >90% in six hours. Close
inspection of the ESI-MS spectra revealed partial decomposition of the tag caused by the reaction with TCEP. Therefore,
we tagged the protein without additional TCEP. To our surprise we found that under these conditions around 30% of the
protein was dimerized after six hours at room temperature.
The formation of a non-reducible thioether bond between the
tag and the protein releases one molecule of benzenesulfinic
acid. Decomposition of the tag with TCEP also leads to the
formation of benzenesulfinic acid. We found that benzenesulfinic acid catalyzes the formation of ubiquitin dimers. Best
results were obtained by tagging 150 µM ubiquitin S57C or
hCA-II S166C C206S in the presence of 0.45 mM TCEP and
using a six-fold excess of the tag. These conditions ensured
conversions greater >95% within 16h at room temperature.
We synthesized two additional M7FPy-DOTA-based tags
(c.f. Scheme S4) bearing a sulfonamide and a methyl sulfone as
leaving group, thus avoiding the release of benzenesulfinic
acid. Both tags showed low conversions of cysteine methyl
ester under tagging conditions, however, the tag bearing a
sulfonamide did not react with ubiquitin S57C while the tag

bearing a methyl sulfone yielded conversions of 5-10% within

DOTA we recorded 1H, 13C and 2D- HSQC, HMQC, COSY and

24h at room temperature.

NOESY spectra and determined the configuration of both

Synthesis of M7PyThiazole-based tags and Protein conjugation. A significantly more reactive activator was found in
the pyridine thiazole scaffold, increasing the reaction rate of

complexes to be exclusively Λ(δδδδ) indicating that Dy, Tm
and Tb most likely also adopt the Λ(δδδδ) configuration.
We expected these tags to be also susceptible towards de-

the nucleophilic aromatic substitution by more than an order

composition by TCEP. Therefore, we tagged the protein at a

of magnitude (c.f. Figure 1). Scheme 2 illustrates two synthetic

concentration of 100-150 µM in 10 mM phosphate and 0.1

routes towards Ln-M7PyThiazole-SO2Me-DOTA tags. First, we

mM TCEP buffer pH 7.0 at room temperature with a four-fold

synthesized the α-bromo methyl pyridinethiazole methyl

excess of tag. To our delight we found that ubiquitin S57C was

sulfone 13 from commercially available starting materials.

tagged to an extend >95% with Ln-M7PyThiazole-SO2Me-

Alkylation of three-fold lactic acid tert-butyl ester alkylated

DOTA tags within 15 minutes. To ensure complete tagging the

M4 cyclen and aqueous acidic deprotection yielded the free

reaction was prolonged for additional four hours. Tagging of

ligand 15 in moderate yield. Under the conditions applied,

ubiquitin S57C for >48h did not result in tagging of undesired

hydrolysis of the methyl sulfone occurred, forming a hydroxy

amino acid residues i.e. lysine or serine as was checked by 2D-

pyridine thiazole. The free ligand 15 was metalated using the

1H-15N-HSCQ

corresponding lanthanide triflates in aqueous ammonium

spectra.

A

acetate (100 mM) at 80°C for 18h in moderate yields. Here we
observed the same problem of hydrolyzing the methyl sulfone.
In order to avoid this problem, we synthesized the α-bromo

B

methyl pyridinethiazole methyl thioether 14. The methyl
thioether analogue is not susceptible towards nucleophilic

with similar yields and the final acidic deprotection was carried out using non-aqueous conditions. The subsequent metalation of the free ligand 16 with the corresponding lanthanide
triflate was higher yielding and the final oxidation could be
performed with meta-chloroperbenzoic acid in good yields.
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This reaction sequence allows for the synthesis of metalated
Ln-M7PyThiazole-SO2Me-DOTA in 50 mg scale starting from
100 mg of three-fold lactic acid tert-butyl ester alkylated M4
cyclen corresponding to ~40% overall yield. We prepared
diamagnetic (Lu) tag 17 and paramagnetic (Tm, Tb, Dy, Sm)
tags 18-20. For Sm and Lu loaded M7PyThiazole-SO2Me-

Figure 1. (A) Molecular formula of the three different LCTs
investigated and their abbreviations. (B) Tagging reaction between Ln-M7PyThiazole-SO2Me-DOTA and ubiquitin S57C
forming a reduction stable thioether bond. (C) Reaction kinetics
measured by HPLC-ESI-MS for tagging of ubiquitin S57C with

M7Py-DOTA derivatives (black), M7FPy-DOTA (red) and
M7PyThiazole-DOTA (blue) in 10 mM phosphate and 0.45 µM
TCEP buffer pH 7.0. Protein concentrations were adjusted to 100150 µM.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of pyridine-based M7-DOTA LCTsa
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Reaction conditions: (i) K2CO3, MeCN, RT, 18h; (ii) 1M HCl aq., MeCN, 80 °C, 4 h; (iii) Ln(OTf)3, 100 mM NH4OAc aq., 80 °C, 18h.

During tagging no formation of the hydrolyzed tag was observed indicating increased stability at pH 7.0 and room tem-

Table 1. Reaction kinetics of Dy-M7PyThiazole-DOTA

perature. Nevertheless, we detected small quantities of the
decomposition product originating from the reaction between

Conversion %b
a

[TP] / µM

pH

T/K

the tag and TCEP. However, tagging under the conditions
applied is orders of magnitude faster than the reaction with
TCEP at room temperature and therefore negligible. Figure 1
shows the reaction kinetics of the tagging reaction between

5 min

30 min

100

7.0

295

>99

-

100

7.0

278

76

>99

10

7.0

295

56

79 c

100

6.0

295

11

36

100

5.0

295

<1

2

Tm loaded tags 8, 10, 12 and 20 and ubiquitin S57C measured
by ESI-MS. For further kinetics studies we synthesized a
tetrapeptide mimicking the tagging site of ubiquitin S57C
(Leu-Cys-Asp) with a C-terminal tryptophan for increased UV
absorbance. Table 1 shows the conversion of the tetrapeptide
using a four-fold excess of Dy-M7PyThiazole-SO2Me-DOTA
under various conditions.

a

TP: tetrapeptide (Leu-Cys-Asp-Trp), b Conversion determined

by analytical HPLC-ESI-MS, c 84% conversion after 60 min.
Dy-M7PyThiazole-SO2Me-DOTA showed an extremely high
reactivity at pH 7.0 offering a conversion >99% within five

minutes at 295 K and within 30 minutes at 273 K. Tagging
even proceeded at peptide concentrations as low as 10 µM or
100 µM at pH 6.0. At pH 5.0 the desired product was still detectable by ESI-MS. Despite the high reactivity of the tag no
formation of undesired N-terminal conjugation was observed.
PCS and RDC measurements and Δχ Determination. We
prepared diamagnetic (Lu) and paramagnetic (Tm, Tb and Dy)
M7PyThiazole-DOTA tagged uniformly 15N labelled ubiquitin
S57C and K48C samples, diamagnetic (Lu) and paramagnetic
(Dy) M7PyThiazole-DOTA tagged selectively 15N leucine labelled human carbonic anhydrase II (hCA-II) S166C C206S
samples and diamagnetic (Lu) and paramagnetic (Tm)
M7FPy-DOTA tagged uniformly 15N labelled ubiquitin S57C
samples.
We recorded 2D 1H-15N HSQC and 2D 1H-15N IPAP HSQC
spectra at 600 MHz and 298 K and detected large pseudocontact shifts reaching up to 10 ppm and strong RDCs (amplitudes reaching 32 Hz). On ubiquitin S57C samples we detected 61, 54, 51 and 67 NH amide resonances out of a total of 72
for Tm-, Tb-, Dy-M7PyThiazole-DOTA and Tm-M7FPy-DOTA,
respectively. Similarly, we detected 54, 54 and 53 resonances
for Tm-, Tb and Dy-M7PyThiazole-DOTA on ubiquitin K48C.
23 out of 26 leucine resonances were detected for selectively
15N

leucine labelled hCA-II S166C C206S conjugated to Dy-

PyThiazole-DOTA. Resonances in close proximity to the metal
centers were broadened beyond detection due to the strong
PRE-effect. Tm-M7FPy-DOTA induced predominately negative
shifts on ubiquitin S57C whereas shifts induced by TmM7PyThiazole-DOTA were mostly positive. This originates
from a different relative orientation of the tag with respect to
the protein surface due to the different attachment site.

Scheme 2. Synthesis of Ln-M7PyThiazole-DOTA. a
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Reaction conditions: (i) K2CO3, MeCN, RT, 18h; (ii) 1M HCl aq., MeCN, 65 °C, 7h or TFA / CH2Cl2, RT, 36h; (iii) Ln(OTf)3, 100 mM

NH4OAc aq., 80 °C, 18h; (iv) mCPBA, CH2Cl2, 5 °C à RT, 18h; (v) Ln(OTf)3, 100 mM NH4OAc aq., 80 °C, 18h.
We observed that M7PyThiazole-DOTA tags loaded with Tm

parameters. Tensor parameters for Tm-M7FPy-DOTA on

are shifting in general to opposite directions compared to

ubiquitin S57C are significantly smaller than those obtained

their Dy and Tb analogues and shifts measured for Dy were

for Tm-M7PyThiazole-DOTA. DFT geometry optimized struc-

usually larger than those obtained for Tb. These circumstanc-

tures of the corresponding Lutetium tags 11 and 17 revealed

es allow for a simplified resonance assignment due to the fact

almost identical coordination geometries around the Lu cen-

that on superimposed spectra cross peaks belonging to one

ters with an RMSD of the eight coordinating atoms of 0.03 Å

residue lie on a straight line with the diamagnetic reference

(c. f. Figure S18). Therefore, the significant difference in ten-

peak being somewhere in-between (Figure 2B and S4 to S5).

sor magnitudes is very unlikely to be caused by a distortion of

We assigned all cross peaks and fitted the components of the

the coordination sphere. We attribute the increased perfor-

anisotropy of the magnetic susceptibility using the program

mance to a partially hindered rotation around the newly

Numbat21 and using only residues residing in stable second-

formed C-S bond between the pyridine thiazole ring and the

ary structure elements. The metal position was simultaneous-

cysteine sulfur for proteins tagged with M7PyThiazole-based

ly fitted for samples tagged with Tm-, Tb- and Dy-PyThiazole-

tags (c.f. Figure S16). Specifically, for proteins tagged with

DOTA 18, 19 and 20. The pseudocontact shifts were fitted

M7FPy-based tags the angle between the formed C(pyridine)

against the X-ray structure of the corresponding protein

– S(cysteine) bond and the metal - N(pyridine) bond is 180°,

(ubiquitin 1UBI, hCA-II 3KS3). Table 2 shows the fitted Δχ

which means that a rotation around this C-S bond is almost

parallel to the principal axis of inertia, allowing for unhindered rotation. As a consequence, this rotation leads to rota-

application in FRET spectroscopy.

A

tional averaging and reduces the observed tensor in tags
based on M7FPy. In marked contrast, the aforementioned
angle is 100.1° in the M7PyThiazole case. Therefore, rotation

B

100
G47

A46

around the C-S bond results in a much larger radius of gyra-

T9

tion and presumably causes steric clashes of the tag with the

consequence in less averaging of the tensor anisotropy pa-

15

rameters.

110

N (ppm)

protein and, thus, results in a restricted rotation and as a

G75
K33

120

In general, we found excellent agreement between the exI23

perimental PCS and the back-calculated PCS which is well
represented in the small Q factors. The fitted tensor parameters for Dy-M7PyThiazole-DOTA on ubiquitin S57C are signifi-
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cantly larger than those obtained for the closely related DyM8-DOTA tag reaching magnitudes of 58.0 × 10-32 m3 for Δχax
and 24.6 ×

10-32

m3

for Δχrh. In agreement with the large PCS

we also measured large RDC and calculated the tensor parameters using the web tool FANTEN22 and the metal position
from the PCS fitting (c.f. Table S6).
Photoluminescence of Tb-M7PyThiazole-SO2Me-DOTA.

Figure 2. (A) Conjugation of Ln-M7PyThiazole-DOTA to ubiquitin S57C (only a small excerpt is displayed) via formation of a
thioether bond between the Cys57 and the pyridine thiazole moiety. (B) 1H–15N HSQC spectra of ubiquitin S57C tagged with LnM7PyThiazole-DOTA, diamagnetic Lu (black) and paramagnetic
Tm (red), Tb (blue) and Dy (orange). All spectra were recorded at

During our synthesis of Ln-M7PyThiazole-SO2Me-DOTA we

298 K and 14.1 T in 10 mM phosphate buffer pH 6.0. Water

realized a strong emission of in particular Tb loaded complex-

signal removed for clarity.

es under UV irradiation. We recorded UV/Vis absorption and
fluorescence emission spectra (see Figure S17) and found an
absorption maximum at 300 nm and typical Tb centered narrow emission bands at 487, 547, 587 and 622 nm resulting in
a yellow emission color. These properties allow for potential

Table 2. Magnetic Susceptibility Tensor Parameters a for Ubiquitin b and hCA-II c.
Protein

DOTA-tag

Ln 3+

Δχax / 1032 m3

Δχrh / 1032 m3

α/°

β/°

γ/°

Qd

Ubi S57C

M7FPy

Tm e

17.8 (1.5)

9.8 (1.0)

2.8 (8.3)

154.3 (7.0)

27.0 (6.4)

0.02

Ubi S57C

M7PyThiazole

Tm f

35.4 (0.6)

11.3 (0.7)

50.3 (1.6)

44.0 (0.9)

17.9 (3.0)

0.06

Ubi S57C

M7PyThiazole

Dy f

41.9 (0.8)

26.1 (0.5)

145.9 (1.3)

84.3 (1.1)

138.4 (2.6)

0.05

Ubi S57C

M7PyThiazole

Tb f

30.8 (1.1)

19.6 (0.7)

146.5 (0.9)

84.5 (1.3)

132.0 (4.1)

0.05

Ubi K48C

M7PyThiazole

Tm g

47.4 (1.7)

8.3 (1.3)

88.3 (0.5)

81.5 (1.1)

143.9 (2.1)

0.04

Ubi K48C

M7PyThiazole

Dy g

58.0 (2.0)

24.6 (1.0)

8.5 (0.5)

71.2 (0.8)

178.2 (2.5)

0.04

Ubi K48C

M7PyThiazole

Tb g

36.0 (1.3)

21.8 (0.9)

7.1 (0.4)

70.7 (1.1)

5.0 (1.1)

0.07

hCA-II S166C

M7FPy

Tm h

-18.4 (0.6)

-4.4 (0.8)

73.5 (2.1)

128.2 (1.8)

120.6 (1.2)

0.13

hCA-II S166C

M7PyThiazole

Dy i

44.0 (1.0)

24.7 (1.5)

163.1 (5.0)

51.7 (1.6)

98.3 (7.3)

0.07

a

All tensor parameters (errors) are represented in the universal tensor representation (UTR). Tensor parameters (errors) were calculated

using the program Numbat21 and the metal position was simultaneously fitted for all different lanthanide ions. b Only amino acids residing
in a stable secondary structure were used (2-7, 12-16, 23-34, 38-40, 41-45, 48-49, 56-59 and 66-71). Metal coordinates were given with
respect to the ubiquitin X-ray structure (PDB code: 1UBI). c Selectively 15N leucine labelled human carbonic anhydrase (hCA) II S166C
C206S. Metal coordinates were given with respect to the hCA-II X-ray structure (PDB code: 3KS3).

d

Q factors are calculated as root-

mean-square deviation between measured and predicted PCS divided by the root-mean-square of the measured PCS. e Metal position / Å: x
= 20.7 (0.5), y = 11.4 (0.2), z = 12.7 (0.5). f Metal position / Å: x = 20.5 (0.2), y = 15.1 (0.1), z = 6.3 (0.2). g Metal position / Å: x = 19.0
(0.2), y = 18.6 (0.2), z = 22.8 (0.1). h Metal position / Å: x = -16.7 (0.3), y = -0.7 (0.7), z = -9.8 (0.3). i Metal position / Å: x = -16.7 (0.3),
y = -0.7 (0.7), z = -9.8 (0.3).
tion of the phenyl-sulfone leaving group of this tag with cyste-

DISCUSSION

ine side chain thiol at ambient temperature and neutral pH

Conjugation of lanthanide chelating tags to proteins via a
reductively stable covalent bond is one key prerequisite for
any in-cell NMR experiments. We have recently

shown5

that

lanthanide complexes of M7PySO2Ph-DOTA fulfil this condition and were suitable for the determination of the structure
of GB1 inside intact eukaryotic cells. More general applications of this tag are, however, hampered by the sluggish reac-

value.
In a first approach the properties of the leaving group were
altered by the introduction of one CF3-group in the para position (tag 4) or by two CF3-groups in meta position (tag 5) but
in both cases no significant acceleration of the tagging speed
was observed. This finding indicates that the rate determining
step is not the cleavage of the pyridine – sulfone bond but

rather the formation of the Meisenheimer-type complex, as

In order to further improve our tags, we investigated a pyr-

has been postulated before.23-24 As a consequence, the syn-

idine thiazole moiety as the mercaptan reactive site. Benzene

thetically more demanding introduction of a fluorine substitu-

thiazole methyl sulfone has been described as moderately

ent in the 5-position of the pyridine ring was performed and

reactive towards cysteine (45% conversion within 5 min at 20

the resulting tag 6 (c.f. Schemes 1 and S3) was obtained in

mM thiol concentration and 1.2 fold excess of sulfone)25 but

good yields. To our delight, the new tag turned out to have

no data are available for the pyridine analogues. According to

much superior reactivity and conjugation to 100 µM ubiquitin

the results we obtained in the first section on the fluorinated

S57C was achieved at r.t. and neutral pH to greater than 90%

pyridine phenyl sulfones, we expected the pyridine thiazole to

within six hours (see Figure 1), thus corroborating the hy-

better stabilize the negative charge of the Meisenheimer in-

pothesis on the rate determining step. Unexpectedly, we no-

termediate during the nucleophilic attack of the thiol. Lantha-

ticed that 6 slowly reacts also with the phosphorous donor of

nide coordination to the pyridine nitrogen donor should fur-

TCEP, whereas no reaction with nitrogen donors, neither in

ther enhance the reactivity. Pyridine thiazoles have found

organic solvents nor in aqueous solution was observed. Per-

application26 in medicinal chemistry27 (e.g. as ulcer

forming the tagging reaction without the reducing agent TCEP

inhibitors28) and as agrochemicals29-30 like fungicides and

revealed a further complication of Ln-6 tags, which is, howev-

pesticides, but to the best of our knowledge, have never been

er, to be expected for all tags that use phenyl-sulfonyl leaving

described as suitable for protein conjugation via thiol nucleo-

groups: upon conjugation and also upon reaction with TCEP,

philic aromatic substitution. The observed acceleration of the

the liberated benzene sulfinic acid is capable of catalyzing the

tagging speed for ubiquitin S57C by more than an order of

disulfide formation between two cysteine side chains, thus

magnitude compared to the M7FPy-DOTA tags 11 and 12

leading to an oxidized ubiquitin dimer. Obviously, this reac-

(Figure 1) is, therefore, an important finding. In order to ex-

tion is in competition with the aqueous hydrolysis of benzene

plore the limits of our new tag we performed the tagging

sulfinic acid to form phenol and SO2 and was, therefore, not

reaction also at 4°C, at pH 6.0 and 5.0, and reduced the thiol

noticeable in the very slowly reacting parent tag M7PySO2Ph-

concentration to 10 µM as shown in Table 1. In order to be

DOTA. Careful monitoring of the concentrations and ratios of

able to monitor the reaction more easily by HPLC-ESI/MS, we

tag, TCEP and protein allowed to achieve product formation

analyzed the reactivity towards the tetrapeptide Leu-Cys-Asp-

>95% within 16 hours at ambient temperature and neutral

Trp instead of ubiquitin for the experiments shown in Table 1.

pH. Efforts to replace the phenyl on the sulfone with either an

It is clearly demonstrated that even for less favorable condi-

amino or a methyl group that should undergo faster hydroly-

tions, the tagging reaction proceeds relatively fast. The typical

sis of the leaving group compared to benzene sulfinic acid,

setup for sensitive proteins (4°C, 100 µM, pH 7.0) still shows

yielded the corresponding compounds (c.f. SI, compounds S9

quantitative conversion within 30 min. These very promising

and S12) but here again the conjugation reaction speed was

results fulfil all the necessary requirements like thiol-

compromised, rendering these derivatives unsuitable as LCTs.

selective, fast, irreversible and virtually quantitative tagging.
The fact, that there is only one rotatable bond and no consid-

erably deformable dihedral angle between the cysteine sulfur

vector in 15 compared to 6 (Figure S16) whereas the attach-

and the lanthanide, increased our expectations on the perfor-

ment points are almost equally distant from the metal center.

mance as PCS tag. The anisotropy parameters of the new tag

The RDC for ubiquitin K48C and S57C caused by the Dy tag

15 were determined for two single cysteine mutants of ubiq-

of 15 at a field of 14.1 T (600 MHz) exceed 30 Hz (see Table

uitin (S57C and K48C) as well as for the more demanding

S4) and are in excellent agreement with the NH vector orien-

S166C mutant of the 30 kDa protein human carbonic anhy-

tations reported in the X-ray structure (see Figures S2 and

drase type II (hCA II). To facilitate the assignment on hCA II31,

S3). The size of the RDC alignment tensors (Table S6) is within

we used a selectively 15N-Leu labelled construct, which al-

error margins identical to the tensor parameters obtained

lowed for fast assignment of the 26 Leu residues in the para-

from PCS, for the ubiquitin K48C and the hCA II construct,

magnetically shifted spectra. Indeed, we found that the anisot-

which indicates that the tag undergoes only very subtle mo-

ropy parameters for tag 15 are unusually large, in the case of

tions relative to the protein. This is further corroborated by an

thulium they are between two and three times the values

analysis of the probability distribution in space of the metal

found for the Tm complex of 6 (c.f. Table 2). For the dysprosi-

according to the method of Suturina and Kuprov32 (see Figure

um complex of 15 tagged to ubi-K48C, Δχax of 58.0 (2.0) × 10-

S10). In contrast, the tagging site in ubiquitin S57C seems to

32

m3 and Δχrh of 24.6 (1.0) × 10-32 m3 were determined, which

allow for slightly larger pendent motions. In addition, it is

is amongst the largest values ever reported for LCTs. The PCS

noteworthy, that for all tags described in this work only one

observed for both new tags 6 and 15 are up to 10 ppm for the

set of signals was found for the tags themselves (1H-NMR

Tm complexes in ubiquitin, whereas for the Dy derivatives

spectra see Figures S10 to S13) as well as for all HSQC spectra

residues that are close to the metal center tend to be bleached

recorded. This is in marked contrast to the presence of a se-

beyond detection by paramagnetic relaxation enhancement.

cond conformation for the medium sized lanthanides like Dy

For all protein constructs investigated, virtually every single

with the parent DOTA-M8 tag.3, 33 While early lanthanides

spin experiences significant PCS (c.f. Figures 1 and S4 to S7,

adopt SAP geometry in DOTA-M8 complexes, the late lantha-

Tables S3 and S5), that give excellent agreement when fitted

nides prefer TSAP conformation.33 We assume for all lantha-

to the X-ray crystal structures (Figure S1). Using the tensor

nide complexes reported here a Λ(δδδδ) or SAP geometry, as

parameters for Dy 15 tagged to ubi-K48C, calculations yield a

was confirmed by the analysis of the NOESY spectra for the

PCS larger than 0.03 ppm for a residue in 100 Å distance and

diamagnetic compounds as well as a DFT calculation (see

0.005 ppm in 180 Å if it is in a favorable orientation. This will

Figure S15).

allow for the monitoring of relevant biological interactions
even in considerable distance to the tagging site. It is interesting to note, that the relative orientation of the tensor to the
protein is more favorable to cause large PCS in the case of
pyridine thiazole tag 15 (c.f. Figure S9) which can be explained by the almost orthogonal orientation of the C-S bond

A further interesting property of the pyridine thiazole tag is
the pronounced photoluminescence upon irradiation at 300
nm, that was observed for the Tb complex 19 (Figure S17)
which makes this tag a potential donor for FRET applications
and is currently studied in more detail in our group.

In conclusion, we have synthesized two new high affinity
LCT that show highly selective, fast, quantitative and irre-
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